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ABSTRACT 

Important information can be provided to the drivers by the signs on the road like navigation, safety and warning thus 

computer-based system for automatic recognition and detection of road sign grow popular these days. Designing a traffic sign 

detection and recognition use computer capabilities to aid the transportation systems can be very useful, it is also possible to add 

robotic assistance like cameras that are equipped with an auto-detection system for traffic signs on the road. Traffic signs play a 

vital role in the transportation system. Many road accidents occur due to lack of traffic signs. Detecting and classifying a 

different group of traffic signs can save our lives as well as resources. Traffic sign detection and recognition systems are 

essential components of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems and self-driving vehicles. In this study, we present a vision-

based framework which detects and recognizes traffic signs inside the attentional visual field of drivers. Designing 

smarter vehicles, aiming to minimize the number of drivers based on wrong decisions or accidents, which can be faced 

with during the drive, is one of the hot topics of today’s automotive technology. In the design of smarter vehicles, several 

research issues can be addressed; one of them is Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR). In TSR systems, the aim is to remind or 

warn drivers about the restrictions, dangers or other information imparted by traffic signs, beforehand. Since the existing 

signs are designed to draw drivers’ attention by their colours and shapes, processing of these features is one of the crucial 

parts in these systems. In this study a Traffic Sign Recognition System, having the ability of detection and classification of 

traffic signs even with bad visual artefacts those originate from some weather conditions or other circumstances, is 

developed. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

Traffic signs are devices placed along, besides, or above a highway, roadway, pathway, or another route to guide, 

warn, and regulate the flow of traffic, including motor vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians, equestrians, and other travelers. 

Since safety becomes more important for customers, Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) becomes one of today’s research 

subjects aiming to improve the safety of driving. While, they are presently developed just to warn drivers about some 

important traffic signs, in the future, these systems may take control of the vehicle under some circumstances. The input 

is mainly consisting of visual data during a drive. According to those inputs, the action of driving is performed by the 

driver. Although today’s technology cannot process all visual inputs as a human being, by a system focusing on some 

specified portion of this process, the workload of drivers can be decreased. Moreover, the resulting system is not 

influenced by some human-related factors, such as tiredness, sleeplessness or so. As a result, the safety of driving is 

improved. For this purpose, TSR systems are developed, mainly to decrease the probability of missing some important 
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traffic signs on the road. The problem may seem to be easy to handle, at first glance. However, since the process of visual 

data is performed by the human brain, based on all of his experiences, it cannot be easy for a computer to perform the 

same process. Instead of those experiences, just some knowledge about distinctive features of traffic signs can be used. 

These features mainly consist of colour and shape information. Although this knowledge is not enough to separate traffic 

signs from other objects, the segmentation can be improved by the help of some intelligence while using the knowledge. 

For example, since the illumination is changing from time to time or from scene to scene, the colour identification shall be 

performed accordingly. Additionally, since some traffic signs may be partially observed because of some conditions, the 

shape information shall be extracted despite those conditions. 

2.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The use of a traffic sign recognition system is very challenging. Since the rain, fog, snow etc. Affect the whole system. 

Another thing is the light variation i.e., shadows, sun, clouds etc. The geometrical shape of the object and the perspective is also a 

big concern. So, we must be able to come up with a system which can work under light variation and geometrical transformation 

of the objects in a scene. If we narrow down the scope, we are particularly interested in the detection of these signs under low 

light condition. In short, our objective is to make the system very accurate and efficient. 

 In the detection stage, colour information is exploited to detect regions of interest (ROI) that may correspond to 

traffic signs. 

 The pictogram contained on each ROI is extracted, analyzed and compared with the pictogram database. The 

best match between the ROI and database pictogram, if high enough, is considered the sign that is more likely to 

appear in that ROI. Each recognized sign is part of the output result of the recognition stage. 

 

Figure 1: Flowchart of proposed system 

3. FUTURE SCOPE 

Traffic signs serve a number of purposes, if we commute regularly, there’s no doubt that we experience different 

traffic signs regularly along the route. The main purposes of traffic signs are to alert drivers to the speed limits, 

restrictions and dangers for a particular roadway. The future scope of this study is summarized as. 

 The traffic signs focus on the reduction of the traffic load on the existing road network through various travel 

demand management measures. 
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 Traffic signs should remove the encroachments, congestion and improve the traffic signal, road condition and 

geometrics features at intersections. 

 The traffic signs should be as guidance or speaker on a road network. 

 Traffic sign reduces traffic congestion along the road and also provide facilities for road users. 

 Road signs notify road users of regulations and provide warning and guidance needed for safe, uniform and 

efficient operation. 

 The purpose of road signs is to promote road safety and efficiency by providing for the orderly movement of all 

road users on all roads in both urban and non-urban areas.  

4. BACKGROUND OF STUDY 

Traffic sign recognition is an arena of active research. Although there are many different algorithms and 

approaches, some patterns do emerge as the existing body of work is examined. The following is a summary of some of 

the more recent and relevant work.  

Lai et al. [1] present a sign recognition scheme aimed for intelligent vehicles and smartphones. Colour detection is used 

and is performed in an HSV colour space. Template based shape recognition is done by using a similarity calculation. OCR 

is used on the pixels within the shape border to determine to provide a match to the actual sign. The description is purely 

algorithmic and implemented in software. 

H. Irmak [2] uses an embedded processor approach with minimal support from portions of the algorithm implemented in 

hardware. Colour segmentation, shape extraction, morphological operations and template matching are all performed in 

the Power PC processor that is part of the system. Only edge detection is implemented in hardware. 

Ritter et. al [3] in the last few years, the TSR systems have become important components of advanced driver assistance 

systems (ADAS). 

A different approach is used by Soendoro et al[4] Here, a binary image is created using colour segmentation. 

Morphological filtering is used to improve the image. Shape estimation is done by an application of the Ramer-Douglas-

Peucker algorithm followed by classification using (SVM). 

V. Andrey et al[5] use a very similar approach involving colour segmentation and shape analysis. Histograms, however, 

are used as the shape classification method, after connected regions are labelled. Actual sign recognition is done via 

template matching using a weighted direct comparison of the interior portion of each shape to templates. 

A novel approach was described by R. Kastner et al [6] They use the difference of Gaussian and Gabor filter kernels to 

model the characteristics of neural receptive fields measured in the mammal brain. They attempt to process an image in a 

similar way that human's brains do. 

Y. Liu et al [7] limit their application to speed limit signs found in Europe, Asian, and Australia. This causes their target 

signs to be outlined in a red circle. The Canny edge detection algorithm is applied by the Fast Radial Symmetry Transform 

to detect circular signs. A fuzzy template matching, a comparison of the correlation coefficient is used to initially match 

the information within the circular sign. A character recognizer based on the local feature vector is used to make the final 

match selection. This algorithm is implemented in software running on a standard PC. 
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5. DETECTION OF TRAFFIC SIGN 

The detection of traffic signs assumes a crucial role in any traffic sign recognition application. In fact, a sign that 

is not correctly detected cannot be classified and recognized to inform the driver. In the detection step, the distinctive 

features of traffic signs shall be considered. Since traffic signs are regulated to be in a specific colour and shape; it is 

convenient to use those features to decide the candidates. Additionally, in recent years, several feature extraction 

techniques are preferred to get more distinctive features that cannot be observed directly, like colour or shape. Therefore, 

the detection algorithms can be studied under “Color Analysis” [8, 9]. 

5.1. Colour analysis 

There are dominant colours used on traffic signs which are red, blue, green, orange, brown, yellow and white. 

These colours can be set with certain thresholds and their inter-relationships can be used to localize traffic sign. On 

captured images of real-world scenes, it is not always possible to obtain required coloured regions by applying thresholds 

directly to RGB colour space, because of the changing illumination of the environment. Therefore, this uncontrollable 

factor shall be separated from colour information. For this purpose, the preferred approach is to work in different colour 

spaces. The most common examples of different colour spaces are RGB, HSI/HSV, YUV, YCbCr, CIELab, etc [10]. 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 2:  a) RGB Color Space b) HSV Color Space 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: RGB threshold levels 

Figure 3 shows different threshold levels that occur when we extract ROIs from an image taken in sunny 

weather based in RGB space. It is obvious that the levels of settings for threshold are hard to control; under different 

environmental conditions, the thresholds may be changed directly. 

r = R / (R+G+B)     (1) 
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g = G / (R+G+B)        (2) 

b = B / (R+G+B)     (3) 

r + g + b = 1. 

The brightness of each pixel in an image equals the sum of the three RGB components. The use of normalized 

RGB parameters in a system can, therefore, reduce the impact on changes in brightness. However, the r, g and b of the 

normalized RGB model only eliminate components of the relative brightness in RGB. The colour saturation does not 

separate from the normalized model; thus, the model is still sensitive to changes in colour saturation. 

To separate the luminance and color entirely, the color segmentation process is then carried out on images that 

were initially converted to HSV (Hue or color, Saturation and Value lightness) space; or with intensity, brightness, 

lightness, etc., instead of Value lightness, generating HIS, HSB, HSL and other spaces model. 

6. RECOGNITION OF TRAFFIC SIGN 

After sign detection and their classification into classes, comes the recognition stage, where each ROI will be 

identified as a concrete sign. traffic-sign recognition is a technology by which a driver is able to recognize the traffic 

signs put on the road e.g. "speed limit" or "children" or "turn ahead". This is part of the features collectively called ADAS. 

The technology is being developed by many automotive suppliers, including Continental and Delphi. Traffic signs 

recognition is a hard-multi-class problem. In practice, handling the entire gamut of pictograms is never considered in TSR. 

This would be impractical as the total number of signs is huge, they differ from country to country, and some of them are 

extremely rare. Therefore, the common approach adopted is to focus on a relatively narrow category of the most relevant 

signs within one country. This reduces the complexity of the classification task and is hence more suitable for the in-

vehicle application. In addition, very traffic signs are not standardized in terms of colour, shape, and icons they contain. A 

good example is a directional sign that can vary according to size, shape, font, writing, and background colour of the plate 

[11, 12]. 

Regarding each class, although it is possible to see signs having similar pictograms, the outer contours of each 

pictogram are unique. The example of Figure 4 shows three different signs with similar pictograms, whose outer contours 

are enough to make them distinguishable. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Similar pictograms with distinguishable contours 

The pictographic content of signs is what distinguishes each sign, within its class and it will be analyzed for 

recognition purposes. Problems could arise for different signs that contain the same pictographic information – like the 

ones shown in Figure 5. However, this similarity only occurs for signs of different classes. And, since ROIs were previously 

classified into classes, the problem is easily bypassed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic_sign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traffic_sign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advanced_driver-assistance_systems
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Figure 5: Signs with similar content 

                

 

 

                                       (a)                                            (b)                                              (c)                                        (d) 

Figure 6: a) Transformed, RGB, traffic sign candidate image, b) V channel of HSV equivalent transformed image, c) Masked 

image where the region around traffic sign is cut out, d) Traffic sign candidate after histogram equalization 

 

 

 

 

(a)                            (b) 

Figure 7: a) Histogram graph of traffic sign candidate image in Figure 6-c before applying histogram equalization, b) 

Histogram graph of traffic sign candidate image in Figure 6-d after applying histogram equalization 

After preprocessing the image of traffic sign candidate is to be compared with templates in the database to 

perform recognition process. This process is carried out as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Simplified block diagram of recognition scheme 
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7. TRAFFIC SIGN DATASET 

Before building the system, another principal element of any traffic sign detection and recognition system is the 

availability of a dataset. In order to train and test a detector for identifying an object based on different features and 

classifiers, we need to have access to a large number of samples of that object. During the past few years, a number of 

research groups have worked on creating traffic sign datasets for the task of detection, recognition, and tracking. Some of 

these datasets are publicly available for use by the research community. The following table introduces some of these 

datasets [13]. 

DATASET DESCRIPTION 

GTSRB Country of origin: Germany Number of images: 50000 Classes: 43 

GTSDB Country of origin: Germany Number of images: 900 

BTSCB Country of origin: Belgium Number of images: 10000 Classes: 62 

BTSDB Country of origin: Belgium Number of images: 7000 

STSD Country of origin: Sweden Number of images: more than 20000 

STEREOPOLIS Country of origin: France Number of images: 847 

Classes: 10 

LISA Country of origin: United States Number of images: 6000 Classes: 

46 

 

Table1: Publicly available traffic sign datasets 

Among these datasets, the German Traffic Sign (GTS) dataset and the Belgium Traffic Sign (BTS) dataset are the 

two large and famous datasets that can be used for detection and recognition. The German Traffic Sign Recognition 

Benchmark (GTSRB) and Belgium Traffic Sign Classification Benchmark (BTSCB) can be used for the task of both 

detection and recognition. 

8. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NORTH AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN SIGNS 

Most of these traffic sign datasets have been recorded and created in European countries. Furthermore, it is 

worth taking into consideration that most of the detection and recognition algorithms that have been proposed in the past 

two decades are based on European traffic signs. Due to the lack of open-sourced and publicly available datasets for USA 

and Canada, most researchers tested their developed methods on European datasets. Figure 6 shows some European 

traffic signs.  

The traffic signs in different countries have different colours, backgrounds, and shapes. For example, the design 

of traffic signs in North America is entirely different from European traffic signs. The main difference between the two 

traffic systems is the speed limit signs. 
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                                                                                         a)                                 b) 

Figure 9: Samples of speed limit signs (a): European sign (b): Canadian sign 

The rectangular shape of North American speed limit signs is completely different from circular European speed 

limit signs. The other main difference is related to the colour of the signs. In Europe, the speed limit signs are white with a 

red circular border, but in North America, these signs are totally white with a black rectangular border. Figure 4 

represents samples of speed limit signs in Europe and North America. There are also other traffic signs in North America 

with the same shape and colour as speed limit signs, including many regulatory and High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) signs 

[14]. 

CONCLUSION 

This study proposed an automatic traffic sign detection, classification and recognition system. The detection of 

traffic signs assumes a crucial role in any traffic sign recognition application. In fact, a sign that is not correctly detected 

cannot be classified and recognized to inform the driver. In the detection step, the distinctive features of traffic signs shall 

be considered. Since traffic signs are regulated to be in a specific colour and shape; it is convenient to use those features to 

decide the candidates. Additionally, in recent years, several feature extraction techniques are preferred to get more 

distinctive features that cannot be observed directly, like colour or shape. Therefore, the detection algorithms can be 

studied under “Color Analysis”. 

This study explained the RGB and HSI colour space which HSI (Hue, Saturation and Intensity) space is used to 

segment red coloured regions on the image. In this colour map, the hue component of a pixel stands for the colour 

information. On the other hand, saturation refers to the dominance of hue in the colour. In other words, saturation 

describes the pureness of the colour. The last component, intensity, is the illumination factor separated from colour 

information. where the used Hue and Saturation components are normalized to 255. The most commonly used space in 

image processing is RGB colour space; this space is based on human eye recognition. The RGB model assigns a range of 

intensity values from 0 to 255 for each pixel of RGB components in images. However, intensity values can be mixed in 

different ratios, showing up to 16,777,216 (256 _ 256 _ 256) colours on the screen. 

After the detection, the recognition stage should be started, where each ROI will be identified as a concrete sign. 

In the recognition process, we compare the input image with a triangular template image for output result. Both of the 

triangular candidate image and template images are the same size such that they are composed of 104 rows and 120 

columns. The main approach to recognize them is calculating Manhattan distance between two images. 
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